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Uncle Tom’s Bibles: Bibles as Visual and Material Objects from
Antebellum Abolitionism to Jim Crow Cinema
Edward J. Blum
When Harriet Beecher Stowe endeavored to explain a major life transition for the titular
character of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, she marshalled material metaphors. Uncle Tom had
been sold from his kind owner in Kentucky and sent “down river” to a new master,
Simon Legree. She foreshadowed the horror Tom would experience by comparing him
to “a chair or table, which once decorated the superb saloon, comes, at last, battered and
Her simile had limits, and Stowe used them to pivot to one of her novel’s main points.
Although property, Tom and other slaves were people. Unlike the table or chair, Tom
and others had emotions: “the table and chair cannot feel, and the man can.”1
When Stowe put Tom into action, she also emphasized how “the man” could attempt to
control aspects of his life through the material. When Tom met his new master, Legree
tried to establish and exercise his dominance by seizing Tom’s possessions. Legree
ransacked Tom’s trunk of clothing and compelled Tom to remove his “best broadcloth
suit” and “shining boots.” In the robbing process of disrobing, Tom had the wherewithal
“to transfer his cherished Bible to his pocket.”2
This
became the occasion for Legree to verbalize the degree of despotism he desired: a
totality of tyranny. He observed and then asked, “Humph! pious, to be sure. . . . You
3

“Well, I’ll soon have that out of you. . . . I’m your church now! You understand,—you’ve
got to be as I say.” Tom uttered no audible reply. Internally, in the realm of his thoughts
and feelings, he answered “No!” He drew to memory words that a young white girl, Eva,
had often read to him from her bible, “Fear not! for I have redeemed thee. I have called
4

possessions. Stowe layered into this short scene contests over content. By possessing
Tom legally, Legree claimed ownership of Tom’s material artifacts. The hymnbook
served as the entrée to assert authority above and beyond that of God. Tom protested
covertly. In his interiority, he felt the claim of God upon him. He was owned, not by
the wicked master Legree, but by the loving master God. Externally, Tom rebelled by
pocketing “his” bible. Although Tom never hid as a fugitive, he concealed his tangible
bible as an assertion of his faith, his personhood, and ultimately his relationship to
forces beyond the material world.
This dramatic scene hinged upon several particularities of bibles in the middle of the
nineteenth century. Readers learned earlier that Tom’s bible was a “testament.” As such,
5
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third chapter of Isaiah, a book within the portion of the Bible Christians often call the
Old Testament, read “I have called thee by name.” With regard to size, Eva’s bible would
smallness of his particular testament made his secretive possession possible.
Stowe made robust use of bibles in this moment and throughout Uncle Tom’s Cabin.
By making his testament a pocketed stowaway, Tom materially and physically rejected
the totality of Legree’s ownership and mastery. When Stowe had Tom draw to mind
passages from Eva’s bible—or had those passages invade his mind—Stowe gave voice
to his interiority. He had thoughts, feelings, and beliefs. Legree could claim as much
physical and material domination as he liked, but he could not control Tom’s feelings or
faith.
This article examines biblical materiality in Uncle Tom’s Cabin, its various illustrated
editions, and its theatrical and cinematic afterlives. It argues that the various bibles
First, in the realm of
slavery and race, Stowe’s deployments of bibles and artistic representations of them in
6

peace among former slaves and masters. She presented bibles as mending forces, rather
than liberating ones. Her presentation of bibles emphasized the moral and emotional
humanity of African Americans, but not their legal, political, or economic rights. This
abolitionists, such as John Brown, who came to believe their bibles legitimized the
militant overthrow of enslavement. While radical abolitionists focused upon equality,
Stowe used bibles to promote harmony. In this way, Uncle Tom’s Cabin
with the power to unite, rather than divide, and to emphasize that Christianity could
bond black and white southerners in harmonious quiescence.7
Second, this essay will show that bibles in the afterlives of Uncle Tom’s Cabin continued
decades after emancipation and amid tensions over interracial sexuality, theatrical and
cinematic portrayals of Uncle Tom’s Cabin used bibles in ways that created distance
from the inequalities of slavery and emphasized control over relations between black
men and white women. Tracing the presences, absences, and transformations of bibles
as theatrical props, this essay shows how Uncle Tom’s Cabin
also the sacred sanction of Jim and Jane Crow. All in all, the bibles of the many versions
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
without racial justice.
By using the various bibles of Uncle Tom’s Cabin as entrées into nineteenth century
connect scholarly literature on bibles as material objects, northern white abolitionism,
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published his path breaking An American Bible: A History of the Good Book in the
United States, 1777–1880 in 1999, he observed that “scholars have paid stunningly little
attention to ‘the book’ when considering ‘the Book.’” This was an accurate assessment
variety of ways with Gutjahr leading the way. He demonstrated strikingly how material
transformed the place of the Bible from “the Book” to “a book among books.”8
While some scholars continue to approach “the Bible” solely as a set of dematerialized
ideas, many others locate profound meanings in the particular material forms and uses
in colonial America physically used bibles in a variety of ways. Bibles were thrown
to express disgust. They were attached to poles and raised high to lead rebellions.9
bibles and the art within them addressed issues of national identity, millennial beliefs
in Christ’s return, and media transformations of the era.10
important for Americans living in the vacuum of religious authority rendered by church
disestablishment.11 All told, scholarship on biblical materiality shows that “the Bible”
is best understood with attention to “bibles.” The ideas of the scriptures had meaning
in relationship to and with the material forms of the pages, typescript, annotations,
images, packaging, binding, size, and weight. This approach makes it possible to
examine key points and themes Harriet Beecher Stowe made in Uncle Tom’s Cabin by
looking to the particular forms of the bibles within her novel.
The bibles Stowe and visual illustrators created for Uncle Tom’s Cabin, and the
perspectives of slavery, race, southern society, and race relations after emancipation.
Curtis Evans detailed in The Burden of Black Religion how constructions of “black
religion” created the notion that it served as the “chief bearer of meaning for the nature
and place of blacks in America.” The overemphasis on black religiosity became a means
capacity of African Americans. By emphasizing emotion and spirituality in “black
religion,” whites throughout the nineteenth century presented blacks as a counterweight
an important accessory in the formation of this racialist stereotype.12
The bibles of Uncle Tom’s Cabin did this and more. They worked to render African
Americans as innately religious and associated them with children. These bibles also
the South. Amid enslavement, bibles did not inspire rebellion or violence. They created
shared communities of familial intimacy that allowed whites and blacks to live together
peacefully. In the decades after slavery, the bibles of Uncle Tom’s Cabin presented the
injustices of slavery as relics of the past and racial segregation, especially the distancing
of black men and white women, as Christian concepts.
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Books within Books
Harriet Beecher was born in 1811, the daughter of Reverend Lyman Beecher. Five years
later after his daughter’s birth, he helped found the American Bible Society (ABS).
The two—Harriet and the ABS—grew up together. As they matured, they became
the nineteenth century. Harriet was surrounded by readers and writers. Her father
published many of his sermons, and her sister Catharine published A Treatise on
Domestic Economy in 1841. In only a few years, it went through more than ten editions.
In 1836, Harriet married Calvin Stowe, who spent most of his career working as a
professor of Biblical literature.13
Years before she published Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stowe made a mark in the publishing
world. Throughout the late 1830s and 1840s, she published an abundance of magazine
biography of Jesus, writing the introduction and a short piece on Jesus as an infant.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin vaulted Stowe to the center of American letters. Her work began
as serialized chapters in The National Era, an antislavery newspaper, in 1851. In
bookform, it sold more than 300,000 copies in one year.14 By the end of 1852, those
seeking to purchase the novel had options. They could buy it in two volumes, either with
a few illustrations or with many, and in distinct bindings.15
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
terrain of American book publishing, particularly with regard to bible production.
As Gutjahr and several other scholars have detailed, the ABS and evangelical reform
organizations like it used centralized production, printing with steam power, and in
networks by sending their wares over improved transportation systems of roads,
religious materials.16
When, in 1829, the ABS planned to place a bible in every American household within
two years, they focused upon inexpensive, small, and sturdy bibles. Over the next

Harper and Brothers, for instance, produced a massive Illuminated Bible in the 1840s
with hundreds of small and large images. Increasingly, publishers manufactured

century bible publishing.17
Harriet Beecher Stowe penned Uncle Tom’s Cabin in this environment and
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created distinct bibles within it to convey numerous meanings. The physicality and
particularities of the bibles served important functions. In fact, they only work within
the novel because of their materiality and the assumption that readers would recognize
St. Clare’s complete bible. The materiality of each facilitated many of the points Stowe
desired to make.18
serialized story had begun in The National Era. “Tom sat by, with his Testament open
on his knee, and his head leaning upon his hand—but neither spoke.” Awake long before
others, Tom felt sad for he knew the day would bring family separation. His white
reluctantly to sell several of their slaves. Tom mourned that morning. His testament
matched his emotional state: speechless.19

Figs. 1 and 2 Juxtapositions of American Bible Society “testament” with one volume
of Thomas Scott Bible. The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
The Holy Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments, according to the
authorized version: with explanatory notes and practical observations. By Thomas
Armstrong and Crocker and Brewster), 1823.
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Fig. 2 Courtesy, American Antiquarian Society

Throughout the rest of the novel, Tom maintained his possession of the testament. It
traveled with him from sale to sale, plantation to plantation. Sometimes he read it on his
testament was the one physical item he was able to maintain. Time and again, Stowe
stressed Tom’s ownership: it was “his” book. His ability to keep it, carry it, and conceal it
hinged upon its smallness and lightness.
no annotations” and no “helps in margins from learned commentators.”20 In this way,
his testament stood in contrast to the second bible Stowe included, a “Scott’s Family
Bible” full of annotations and commentaries by Scottish pastor Thomas Scott. Readers

once and forever rigidly in place,” there is an “old clock in the corner” and in the family
Paradise Lost, John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, and “Scott’s
21
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was six hefty volumes. Its full title was The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New
Testaments, according to the Authorized Version, with Explanatory Notes, Practical
Observations, and Copious Marginal References, by Thomas Scott, Rector of Aston
Sandford, Bucks.22
For marketing purposes, booksellers referred to it as Scott’s Family Bible and printed
that name on its binding. Scott’s annotated bibles were popular among the wealthy and
Woodward for twenty dollars.23 As a book among books, housed within a family room,
various books to read. Within those books, they had commentaries and annotations.
They had a regular place, indoors with seating, to read in peace and quiet.
But neither this bible, nor the other books of her library, inspired Ophelia to compassion
or kindness. After she moved south to help her cousin, Augustine St. Clare, manage
his household, she treated the slaves, particularly a young girl named Topsy, with
organized. She routinely whipped Topsy who exhibited playful disregard for Ophelia’s
rules and regulations. Only after the death of her niece Eva did Ophelia begin to treat
Topsy with care, going so far as to call her a friend. In Ophelia’s case, her annotated
family bible failed to produce action. Stowe seemed to use this particular bible to indict
The
Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stowe hammered this point home, writing that Ophelia
represented those who lacked “that spirit of love, which, in the eye of Christ, the most
24

Unlike Ophelia’s bible with annotations already within it from a learned minister, Tom
made his testament a living book with his own markings. As Stowe rendered Tom, he
established a relationship with this material object through his performances upon it.
Tom provided his own emotional and moral roadmap with ink and a pen. Stowe did
not indicate what precisely Tom added, other than to say his testament was “marked
through, from one end to the other, with a variety of styles and designations.” After
being sold from the Shelbys in Kentucky to the St. Clares in Louisiana, Tom added
tear drops to the pages which conveyed his sadness and carried the memories of his
Kentucky home and his forced departure. In these ways, Stowe presented Tom in line
25

engagement with his bible. While writing in the Bible by manipulating a utensil in hand
may have demonstrated intellectual engagement with faith, crying into it with tears
dropping from eyes signaled an emotional response. Stowe represented the robustness
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of Tom’s humanity, in particular his emotion and faith, through his interactions with the
Bible, a totality of personhood that slavery endeavored to deny him and others held in
bondage. At no point, however, did Tom’s bible inspire him to demand freedom or rage
against the injustice of the regime.
Evangeline St. Clare, the daughter of Tom’s second owner, possessed the third bible of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin. A committed Christian who bound her faith and life intimately with
those enslaved on the plantation, Eva shared her bible with Tom. She often read it aloud
and he interpreted the meanings of the passage.26 Unlike Tom’s testament, Eva’s bible
point when she emphasizes how the parts of the bible that she enjoyed most “were the
27

For her father, Eva’s bible became the material mechanism by which he endeavored to
remember her after she died tragically. When Tom found Augustine St. Clare mourning,
he was “holding before his eyes her little open Bible.” When in the hands of the adult St.
Clare, Stowe described Eva’s bible as “little.” In this way, Eva’s bible stood as a surrogate
for Eva herself—Stowe referred to her as “little” time and again and she became
popularly known as “Little Eva.”28 Later, as Tom implored St. Clare to put faith in God,
he responded, “Tom, I don’t believe, . . . I want to believe this Bible, and I can’t.” “This
Bible” was Eva’s, a book that embodied his attachment to Eva’s lifeless little body.29
Along with these bibles as material meaning makers within Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Stowe
and her publisher also used subtle typographical adjustments upon biblical passages
to add further layers of meaning to the bible in the lives of the characters. When
Tom internally rejected Legree’s demand that Tom abandon his faith, he heard “Fear

words except for “I.” With the typographical change, the print version accentuated the
personhood of Tom—that he was a “Thou” and not just a “thou.” The book also shouted
the possessive ownership of God, rather than Legree.30
Stowe and her publisher used another typographical marker, along with page
positioning, on a biblical passage to produce meaning when she displayed Tom reading
teachings in the Gospel of John and used em dashes to highlight this process: “Let—
not—your—heart—be—troubled. In—my—Father’s—house—are—many—mansions.
I—go—to—prepare—a—place—for—you.” This passage, moreover, stood as its own
paragraph and the lengthened dashes drew the eye to this particular paragraph. In a
The National
Era. In the magazine, a few of the words lack em dashes. “In my,” “house are,” “I go to,”
and “for you” did not have separators. Overall, the alterations and additions emphasized
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how this particular verse was meaningful to Tom externally and internally.31
This was a particularly astute and meaningful choice for a verse. The passage signaled
Stowe’s conservative abolitionism. It emphasized that through faith, Tom would obtain
more than the cabin he lost. One day, he would live in a mansion. That mansion,
however, would not be on Earth. Just as Stowe, at the end of the novel, prophesied
liberty for African Americans as occurring outside of the United States through
The verse also consisted of words with only one or two syllables. As literary scholar
American reading and writing, these men and women often had the most facility with
one and two syllable words. This paralleled the learning developments of white children
who started with monosyllable words and progressed onto two syllable ones.32
Compared with other typographical choices of the era, those of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
seemed to use visual distinctiveness to emphasize Christian faith, rather than worldly
liberation, equality, or to mark the horrors of enslavement. According to literary critic
Hester Blum, dashes sometimes allowed African American women writers to mark
sexual violence. Harriet Jacobs and Elizabeth Keckley, for instance, placed dashes in
their writings to note and elide such violations. They signaled violence without giving
Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of the World
Appeal was a “graphic riot of italics, small and full capitals, exclamation points, and
his outrage, emotion, and call for fundamental change to American society. Stowe’s
typographical use of capitalization and dashes for these biblical passages signaled these
sentiments to readers, but did not address sexual brutality or human liberty.33
These three bibles, and the meanings Stowe made through and with them, made
sense because of the material transformations of bibles in the nineteenth century and
how many Americans worked with their bibles. By the 1850s, readers were familiar
commentaries. Tom’s testament, small in size and light in weight, allowed it to serve
as a piece of property he could maintain, conceal, and have with him throughout his
was still small enough for her, a child, to hold, open, and read without a desk. Scott’s

The bibles conveyed meaning through their particular imagined materiality. Tom’s
testament helped establish him as an emotional, spiritual, and physical being who made
external choices based upon internal feelings. For Stowe, this distinguished Tom as a
person from the slave as a thing. The bibles did not encourage any challenges to slavery
or racial injustice beyond those points. Her bibles also established a contrast between
points made the most sense in the broader context of biblical materiality of the age and
promoted abolitionism without drastic social, economic, or political transformations.
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Bible Visualizations within the Books
In its published form, Uncle Tom’s Cabin followed the trajectory of bible production:
bibles, added images to them, and subdivided the book into discrete books for
distribution, they did the same to Uncle Tom’s Cabin
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
had sold hundreds of thousands of copies in the United States and Britain, a reviewer
in Edinburgh explained, “The questions among publishers now is, who can sell the best
edition for the money?” This reviewer believed one factor would determine that: the
“illustrations.”34
The proliferation of various versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin also multiplied the potential
text. Alongside textual references to and discussions of bibles in the narrative, visual
representations of Tom’s testament and Eva’s bible marked the illustrated editions of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Just as it mattered in the novel which bible in particular Tom had
access to, read, drew to mind, and pocketed, it mattered which particular version of
Uncle Tom’s Cabin one read when considering the place and meaning of bibles. Overall,
the presentations of bibles visually worked to maintain that “the Bible” could unite white
and black southerners socially and religiously. “The Bible” as a totality and a material
presence could bring harmony amid the strain and stress of the era.
illustrations.35 Hammat Billings, an illustrator who also worked on William Lloyd
Garrison’s The Liberator, did not include Tom’s testament in any of these visual
representations. Only one of the six pictures featured a bible, captioned “Little Eva
reading the Bible to Uncle Tom in the Arbor.” It positioned Eva at the center with a
to the distance. We know from the narrative that Eva read from Revelations, “And I saw
explained that this biblical sea was there. This became the most popular image from the
cover. In a far reaching analysis of this image and subsequent artistic adaptations,
teacher and Tom as student. In this way, even the young Eva was a master of Tom.36
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
and the illustrations. As literary scholar Aaron Ritzenberg has detailed, “sentimental
touch” allowed “characters and readers alike” to “experience profound emotions.”
Ritzenberg emphasized that touches signaled the importance of “the human body . . .
about the buying, selling, and controlling of the body.” In the case of “Little Eva Reading
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object, connected Eva, a white girl, with Tom, an African American man.37

readers. The publisher had “Little Eva Reading the Bible to Uncle Tom in the Arbor”

some whites who may have interacted rarely, if ever, with African Americans or slaves in

moment. They too had the opportunity to experience peace and calm amid the troubles
of the era.38

Fig. 3 “Little Eva reading the Bible to Uncle Tom in the Arbor” in Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin;
or, Life Among the Lowly
Courtesy, American Antiquarian Society

antislavery activists for “Little Eva reading the Bible to Uncle Tom in the Arbor,” it
seemed to adapt an image from the frontispiece of The Star of Freedom, a book of
antislavery stories published in the 1840s for children. In The Star of Freedom, the
artist depicted two children—one white, one black —reading a bible together. Both
children held the book, while the white child draped her right arm across the shoulder
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of the black child. The image emphasized intimacy through closeness, touch, and the
bible. In both Uncle Tom’s Cabin and The Star of Freedom, bibles served as visual
39

Uncle Tom’s Cabin as the “Illustrated
It contained more than
one hundred large pictures and numerous smaller ones. Each chapter began and ended
40

way, it mimicked Harper’s Illuminated Bible, which also combined smaller images with
larger ones to punctuate the text. Both texts also used ornamental capital letters for the
41

Fig. 4 Heading for Chapter 4 of an illustrated edition. Harriet Beecher Stowe, Uncle Tom’s Cabin; or,
Life Among the Lowly (London: Sampson Low, Son and Company, 1853), 37. Courtesy, American
Antiquarian Society.

Of the many visual images in the Illustrated Edition, at least seven featured Tom with
him as he lay dying. In this scene, the book was open, but Tom neither looked at it, nor
touched it.42
Although Billings appeared to distinguish Eva’s full bible from Tom’s testament by their
size, his testament appears much larger than the inexpensive testaments of the time
For Billings, perhaps the need to draw viewer attention to the book meant enlarging its
When Stowe wrote Uncle Tom’s Cabin, when Billings illustrated it, and when John
Jewett published it, they entered a profound debate between and among antislavery
forces and their proslavery opponents. Since at least the 1830s both sides had
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Oshatz, and other scholars have shown, countless Americans looked to the contents
of their bibles to determine if slavery should continue to be part of American law and
society. Writers produced works with clear and simple titles such as The Bible Against
Slavery and Bible Defence of Slavery. For many Americans of the 1850s, “the Bible” had
become a polarizing text, one that disunited the people.43

Fig. 5 Heading for chapter in Book of Genesis from The Illuminated Bible. The
Illuminated Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments

While debates over particular passages and meanings within the book took place,
another struggle ensued over the material presence (or lack thereof) in the American
South. When considering the materiality of bibles and their totality as objects, the
positions and perspectives of contending parties became more complicated. This was
evident in the “Bibles for slaves” campaign and subsequent discussions in the two
decades before the publication of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. In the 1830s, some abolitionists
failing to reach out to slaves. Critics suggested that if the ABS was serious about its
mission, it would distribute books to African Americans in the South. This created
an intense debate in the 1840s, as northerners and southerners, whites and blacks,
struggled over the rights of slaves to read and possess books. The ABS refused to accept
donations earmarked for the production and distribution of bibles for African American
slaves. The organization hoped to avoid the slavery controversy.44
The “Bibles for slaves” campaign demonstrated that the ideas of the Bible and the
materiality of bibles could factor distinctly, even oppositionally, in antislavery and
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proslavery debates. Some antislavery activists believed that the sheer presence of
material bibles would devastate the institution of slavery. Typifying this sentiment,
white abolitionist Joshua Leavitt declared: “the Gospel will burst the bonds of the slave!”
Former slave Henry Bibb agreed and worked tirelessly for this cause.45
to denounce slavery. He often presented the ideas of biblical passages and concepts
to support liberty and equality. Yet he was opposed to plans for the American Bible
the Bible.” He drew attention to material and distributive problems endemic to the
campaign. “How do they mean to get the Bible among the slaves? It cannot go itself—
it must be carried.” In addition, of what value is a book for those who cannot read?
principles of freedom and dignity to slaves would be a boon to the antislavery cause,
literal bibles would do nothing. To him it was “a sham, a delusion, and a snare.”46
Stowe and Billings engaged these contexts both ideologically and graphically through
their use of bibles in the novel’s presentation. In Uncle Tom’s Cabin, the materiality
of bibles, as much as their ideological contents, served to advance Stowe’s particularly
conservative antislavery cause. With the bible’s physicality, described textually and
observed visually, Stowe and Billings added additional layers of drama to the overall
point that slavery as a system propelled noble whites to immoral actions while
empowering horrible whites to sinister behavior.
This became apparent in a place where bibles were absent: Simon Legree’s plantation.
Augustine mourned for his dead daughter by clutching her bible. When Tom worked
late at night, Tom “drew out his Bible, for he had need of comfort.” “What’s that?” asked
a female slave. Tom replied, “A Bible.” The surprised woman remarked, “Good Lord!
Han’t seen un since I was in Kentuck.”47
On another evening, Tom once again took “his worn Bible from his pocket” and looked
for guidance, or at least solace. Finding none, he sighed and returned it to his pocket.
At that point, Tom heard a “course laugh.” Legree was watching him. “Well, old boy,”
and Legree left. The “atheistic taunts of his cruel master” brought his “dejected soul to
its lowest ebb.” For Stowe, the lack of a bible on Legree’s plantation served as a material
48

In these scenes, neither Tom, nor Legree debated particular passages or scriptural
stories. They approached the bible in its totality, unlike many proslavery and antislavery
writers did who knifed through the text in search of points that would support their
position or by contextualizing tales within it to consider past historical settings. Instead,
Stowe and Billings used the physical totality of the bible to advocate the position that
the absence of bibles facilitated despotism while the presence of bibles could bring
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harmony to the South. Without saying so explicitly, Stowe and Billings advocated the
position that the absence of bibles facilitated despotism while the presence bibles could
bring harmony to the South. In these ways, Stowe presented bibles as having redemptive
power for blacks and whites.
All in all, the bibles described textually and depicted visually in Uncle Tom’s Cabin
Billings played upon the material proliferation of bibles in the nineteenth century and
their various meanings. Bibles emphasized Tom’s faith, and his connections to genuine
Christianity and to Eva. Further, Eva’s bible functioned as a shared resource that
connected the two. In these ways, Stowe presented bibles as powerful material symbols
for her conservative antislavery agenda: the making of a gentle South where whites and
blacks could read and reason together.

Theatrical and Cinematic Performances
Bible was never just a book, and the same was true of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Writers,
editors, actors, and directors transformed the story and episodes within it into skits,
plays, parodies, lantern shows, and motion pictures. In the decades after the Civil War,
theatrical and cinematic versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin proved far more popular than
the novel itself. In these iterations and transformations, material bibles took on new
meanings. As theatrical props, their changing usages pointed to shifts in American
society with respect to issues of race and religion. Amid the overall shift from slavery to
segregation, bibles in these performances became vehicles for northern whites to imbue
racialization with Christian concepts and to create a sense of distance from slavery.
Uncle Tom’s Cabin
helped to further render blackness as religiously distinct from whiteness and to allow
northern whites to congratulate themselves and the American nation for bestowing
both faith and freedom to former slaves. In this way, northern whites could feel positive
closure with regards to slavery, sanctify racial segregation, and avoid concerns for
equality and justice.49
Uncle Tom’s Cabin became a play almost as quickly as it was published in novel form.

Americans.50
factored in the racializing process. In one scene, Little Eva sat on Tom’s knee. She
so funny,” Eva exclaimed. All of that happened in the novel, but Tom’s explanation did
not. When Augustine St. Clare entered, Tom accounted for his embellishments, “I begs
pardon, mas’r, but the young missis would do it. Look yer, I’m like the ox, mentioned
51
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Tom’s words played upon notions of black animality wherein Tom likened himself
the nineteenth century often found themselves confronting laws and attitudes from
whites that rendered them as animals. Even after the Civil War and the abolition of
slavery by constitutional amendment, African Americans often complained that white
Americans failed to recognize their humanity.52 Having Tom explain his visual presence
associating themselves with slave drivers or white supermacists. The connection to
blacks to animals.
Another moment featuring bibles was when Legree tried to convince Tom to accept his
mastership. Legree implored, “didn’t you never read out of your Bible, ‘Servants, obey
your masters?’” Unlike in the text of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, where Legree mentioned the
bible in general but failed to verbalize any particular passages, this time he uttered one
of the most common biblical passages to defend slavery. In the process, he conceded
one form of ownership to justify another. He called Tom’s Bible “your Bible,” thereby
acknowledging Tom’s possession of it, but claimed that the book could teach Tom to
abide by Legree’s ownership. In short, Tom’s book—meaning Tom’s faith—taught that
he should obey Legree. Unlike the Legree of the novel, who had no use for the Bible
or bibles, this theatrical iteration knew this biblical passage and used it to attempt to
sway Tom. This softened Legree by presenting him as religiously reasonable, while the
novel painted him as so irreligious that he denied even the presence of bibles on his
plantation.53
Over time, both Uncle Tom and the bibles were aged in dramatic portrayals of the story.
Scriptwriters and directors replaced the particular bibles of the novel with family bibles
that became meaningful not because of their size or annotations, but because of their
weathered appearance. In George F. Rowe’s 1878 dramatic rendering, he established the
setting of Uncle Tom’s cabin with candles, a table, stools, chairs, a bookshelf, and “an
old Bible on it.”54 This contrasted with George Aiken’s script from 1852 which provided
no adjective for age. Aiken simply referred to it as a “Bible.”55
bible and its uses. When Tom handled the bible, the script directed him to do so “with
reverence.” When learning that he had been sold, Tom “buried his face in the Bible.”
Curiously, the script then dropped any mention of this bible or any other for the rest of
the performance. When Tom met Eva or then Legree, the bible bore no mention in the
script.56 Using the bible to represent black life alone, Rowe played into the romantic
with religious faith.
By purposefully using an “old Bible” and physically presenting Tom as older, Rowe
drew upon two trends in the United States after the Civil War. One was the rendering
most famous example of that period came from the new song, “This Old Time Religion.”
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school, the song declared that “this old time religion . . . is good enough for me.”57
The other aging process surrounded Tom himself. Especially after the Civil War, actors
portrayed Uncle Tom as remarkably older than he had been visualized or performed
earlier. When Rowe introduced Tom, he had Chloe, his wife, refer to him as “my old
man Tom.” After this, she repeatedly called him her “ole man” or “old man.”58 Visually,
who often performed in minstrelsy shows, took the role of Tom in the last decades of the
white hair for his head, eyebrows, mustache and beard.59 This Tom looked dramatically
older than the graphic ones in the original novel, and in this way separated him in age
from Eva.

Uncle Tom’s Cabin, TCS 11 Card with 1776 on bottom right,
Houghton Library, Harvard University.

Combined, the oldness of Tom and of the bibles allowed viewers to value religious faith
and distance themselves from slavery at the same time. In this way, Tom became an
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embodied relic of slavery, a bygone era, a memory that would fade in time. His old age
served as a temporal marker for slavery—that it existed in the past. The old Tom and the
old bible worked together to present the antebellum era as a time of the past, perhaps
having little relevance to the life of the present age.60
The aging of Tom, as several scholars have examined, also downplayed the potential for
any considerations of romantic or sexual connections between him and Eva.61 This point
seemed acute in parodies of the plays. Leveraging the popularity of Uncle Tom’s Cabin,
some scriptwriters composed humorous renditions of the novel. In one, a key scene
hinged upon audience expectations of a bible and dove into the possibility of interracial
sexuality.
A Burlesque on Uncle Tom’s Cabin
and Eva in contemporary Chicago. At one point, Tom entered with a book, “intently
reading.” Anyone familiar with Uncle Tom’s Cabin would have been primed to assume
it was a bible. Eva inquired about the book and wondered if it had suggestions to “put
and smoked a cigarette. Tom kept reading. When pressed, he responded that it was “a
carrots for his head. “Look in those clouds,” she then remarked, as if they were near the
lake in the original novel. Rather than reference Revelation, as Eva had, this woman
remarked, “don’t they look like South Chicago smoke?”62
This scene bent and toyed with earlier versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin in a host of ways.
product.63
Christianized him. This Tom concerned himself with his interiority, rather than meaning
city life.64
participated in interracial romance. The parody titillated audiences with the taboo of
interracial sexuality, but made sure to distance it from Christianity.65
In the early twentieth century, Uncle Tom’s Cabin became part of the new medium
of the age: motion pictures. Once again, Uncle Tom’s bibles, or their purposeful
replacements, spoke to shifts and trends in American society and culture. William
Uncle Tom’s Cabin, which was
distributed in 1914. Tom was played by Sam Lucas, an African American actor born in
1839 who began his career performing in blackface on riverboats before the Civil War.
66

Several scenes put bibles to work, and all of them occurred about halfway through the
after Eva fell into the water, he cast aside his bible and dove in to save her. In the novel,
Stowe made no reference to his testament at this point. The cinematic moment with the
bible dramatized Tom’s heroism. In another scene, the general events had occurred in
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the novel, but the particular use of the bible did not. For the famous scene of Eva and
Jerusalem.” Then, the bible sat squarely on his lap, not hers. He directed Eva and then
the cinematic rendition, Eva’s bible was now Tom’s. When she died, her father did not
bible.
By emphasizing Tom’s possession of the book and his religious directing of Eva, the
example of the “burden of black religion” whereby religiosity was seen as innately part
of African Americans’ personalities and beings.67
Birth of a Nation (1915) presented African American men as contemptible villains who
wished to prey sexually upon white women, the scene from Uncle Tom’s Cabin posed
interracialism as plantation nostalgia that assumed and taught that life was better
when blacks were slaves and whites were masters. In the cinematic version, Uncle Tom
became like Uncle Remus—an older black man who regaled young whites with stories
and mythologies.68

Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1927).
Couresy of Kino Lorber, Inc.
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moved the beginning of the action to 1856 (four years after the novel was published).
like Legree’s plantation. Filmmakers shifted the Christian themes from the visual to
the sonic. Just about every moment Tom stood on screen or when other characters
sounds of the sorrowful spiritual shaped his aura, and audiences were to know he was
sacred by the music.69
One scene set during the Civil War focused on Tom reading to Eva, but it was not a
bible. Instead, he held a newspaper. She laid in bed, ill and weak. He sat at a distance.
at the news and said to Tom, “that means you can go home to your wife and babies!”
Tom clasped his hands in a prayer of gratitude.
The change reoriented the meaning of the story. The news of the day replaced the “good
the newspaper bore the most meaningful information. It took the place of a bible, and
Abraham Lincoln now stood where god or Jesus once had. By clasping his hands before
Lincoln, Tom mimicked statues and images after the Civil War that featured former
slaves kneeling before Lincoln or Union soldiers. In all of these ways, the scene created a
form of civil religion wherein the nation and its president gave African Americans their
70

The change in Tom’s interactions with Eva were also telling. Their conversation no
longer emphasized heaven or otherworldly salvation. They no longer shared a tangible
bible. The sacred scriptures no longer served as a material connector between the two.
Instead, they now aspired for his liberty and family reunion. The physical separation
of their bodies by her illness, the bed, and his chair kept them close enough to talk, but
did not share tangibly or materially the newspaper, as they had the bibles in previous
renderings. In this way, the scene facilitated the maintenance of race relations within
the social structure of segregation. The ultimate goal was separation—that Tom would
be with his family, away from Eva. In addition, amid the era of spectacle lynching where
whites often falsely claimed they were protecting white womanhood from oversexed
71

Conclusion
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Bible has been central to Christian practice throughout American history.” For them,
this should lead to new scholarship that investigates “how people have read the Bible
for themselves outside worship, how denominational and parachurch publications
72

bibles and meanings they symbolized in Uncle Tom’s Cabin suggests that the scope can
be broader.
With regard to issues of slavery, race, and religion throughout the nineteenth century,
biblical interpretations, applications, and understandings were only part of the picture.
The numerous bibles of the many versions of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
of meaning relating to issues of abolitionism, race, religion, and the materiality of
media forms. From its initial publication in The National Era to cinematic productions,
authors, editors, publishers, directors, and actors used bibles to signal positions on the
most crucial issues of American society. Stowe wrote and published her novel in an age

slavery and its endemic violence and racial antagonism, Uncle Tom’s bibles envisioned a
peaceful South where whites and blacks could sit and talk together.
In dramatic, parodic, and then cinematic renderings of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, bibles
served as meaningful theatrical props. The devil was in the details, such as the age of
the bible or which biblical verses characters voiced. Aging Uncle Tom and the bibles
allowed northern whites to show reverence for religion, attach blackness to religiosity,
and feel a sense of distance from the age of slavery. When a newspaper took the place
of a bible, northern whites emphasized civil religion rather than Christian religion.
A newspaper became scripture, and Abraham Lincoln became God. Freedom from
slavery became more important than faith for salvation. A bible no longer linked Tom
and Eva. Instead, his familial autonomy through liberty and distance from her became
the primary objective. In an age when segregation had replaced slavery as the primary
facilitated the horrors of lynching, Stowe’s vision of the bible as a uniting force had to be
omitted and a new scene created. All in all, the bibles of Uncle Tom’s Cabin had so much
to say often without saying a word.
© Edward J. Blum
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